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Radford University students Jessica Mundy and Keidi Freeman presenting their work on implimenting a
flipped classroom in chemistry during the 2016 Virginia Blue Ridge Section Meeting of the ACS
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PRESIDENT KYLE JOINS STUDENTS AT EVENT PROMOTING WOMEN IN TECHNOLOGY
Radford University President Penelope W. Kyle was the featured guest at an April 6 event that
promoted women in technology.
Despite rapid growth in the technology industry, there is only one woman for every three men
employed in a science, technology, engineering or mathematics job. “Sit With Me” is designed
to help address that issue.
A single red chair can be a powerful
tool in changing lives. As the symbol
of the “Sit With Me” organization,
the red chair encourages women
and men to validate and recognize
the important role women play in
technology by taking a small, but
symbolic action: sitting down and
sharing their story.

Radford University President Penelope Kyle with students and faculty from
the Department of Information Technology.

The Radford University event was
sponsored by the RU Women in
Computing Club (WCC) and the
campus chapter of the Association
of Computing Machinery (ACM).

“President Kyle really spoke a lot
about finding faculty who would bring out the best in us,” said WCC President Jess Astacio.
“That really stuck out for me, because you really do experience that at Radford.”
Jude Armstrong, another member of WCC agreed. For her, faculty members have helped make
all the difference.
“Without the encouragement of our faculty, I might have switched concentrations out of
Computer Science,” Armstrong said. “We have amazing faculty who go above and beyond to
make sure every interested student is successful.”
“Sit With Me” was created by members of the National Center for Women and Information
Technology, a non-profit coalition that works to increase diversity in computing and IT.
Learn more at http://sitwithme.org/
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COMMUNITY INVITED TO EXPLORE NATURE DURING BIOBLITZ EVENT AT SELU ON APRIL 15 AND 16
The Wildlife Society and members of the biology and geospatial sciences faculty will present the annual
Radford University bioblitz this Friday and Saturday at Selu Conservancy, located just a few miles from
the RU campus. This is a great opportunity for students to learn wildlife techniques, handle a reptile,
amphibian, or mammal, go bird-watching, or find medicinal plants.
All guests are welcome and the event is free.
The schedule is as follows:
FRIDAY:
•4:00PM –small mammal trap-setting, meet at
Farmhouse
•8:00PM – Night hike to observe/capture amphibians
and reptiles, led by Dr. Matt Close (RU)

SATURDAY
•7:30 AM – Bird-watching – Dr. Bob Sheehy and John
Kell (RU & NRV Bird Club)
•9:00 AM – Small mammal trapping and handling – Dr.
Karen Powers (RU & Virginia Master Naturalists)
•10:30 AM – GIS – documenting medicinal plants– Dr.
Christine Mitchell (RU)
•~11:45 – 1:00 PM – Rotating wildlife techniques
stations organized by graduate students at Virginia
Tech (bat surveying techniques, fish surveying
techniques)

For all events, please meet and park at the Selu Farmhouse. Directions and more information about
Selu can be found at https://www.radford.edu/content/selu/home.html

If you have questions about the event, please contact Dr. Powers (kpowers4@radford.edu)
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CSAT TO HOST SCIENCE EXPLORATION DAY ON APRIL 23
The College of Science and Technology will host the annual Science Exploration Day on April 23 in the
new Center for the Sciences. The event is an imaginative program that encourages participants to
develop a stronger awareness of and affinity for science by engaging in science experiments and
projects.
Participants will have a chance to experience cyber security, chemistry, astronomy, virtual anatomy,
frontiers of bug biology, forensic anthropology, cryptology and code breaking, geology, and the study of
unmanned aerial vehicles.
There are several new
opportunities as the relocated and
expanded Museum of the Earth
Sciences will have a sneak preview
and the new larger Radford
University Planetarium will feature
sky tours utilizing state of the art
digital projection.

The event takes place on Saturday,
April 23 from 8:45am until 3pm on
the Radford campus in the Center
for the Sciences on Main Street.
The Center for the Sciences will serve as the home base for
Science Exploration Day 2016.

Classes are geared toward students in the 5th through the 12th grade, but participants of all ages are
invited. Children under the age of eleven must be accompanied by an adult. Participants should also
bring paper and a writing utensil.
There is no charge to participate, however reservations are required for the event. Visit
http://www.radford.edu/content/csat/home/science-day.html or email rucsat@radford.edu.
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GEOLOGISTS RESPONDING TO MOTHER NATURE
As suburbs and communities grow, the boundaries between
humans and wild areas gets smaller and smaller each year.
That presents a problem when addressing wildfires, erosion,
and debris flow from landslides. The challenges of these
natural hazards were on full display during a presentation by
Mr. Jerry De Graff, a veteran of the U.S. Forest Service for 36
years, who presented his experiences with hazardous
conditions cause by wildfires and landslides in Utah and
California on Thursday March 24 at Radford University.
Mr. Jerry De Graff and Dr. Skip Watts

Wildfire is a unique natural hazard because it poses immediate threats to life and property as well as
creating conditions that can lead to subsequent debris flows and accelerated rock fall. This is a
significant problem in the western U.S. where large wildfires have become more frequent since the mid1980s.
“Fires are getting bigger and the wildland-urban interface is
getting closer” stated Mr. De Graff. This population growth
limits what can easily be done to minimize the impact of
wildfires and the resulting landslides.

Mr. De Graff illustrates the close proximity of
developed areas to wildlands.

During most of his 36 years in the US Forest Service, Jerome
(Jerry) De Graff served in positions designated as being either an
environmental or engineering geologist on National Forests in
Utah and California. In those capacities, he collected and
interpreted geologic information needed for sustainable
development, multiple-use management of natural resources,
and emergency response. Since retiring from government service
in February 2014, Jerry continues his geology career teaching
graduate courses for the Department of Earth & Environmental
Science at California State University-Fresno, acting in editorial
and related capacities for various professional journals, and
being active in professional organizations.

Mr. De Graff came to Radford courtesy of the Jahns Distinguished Lectureship, established in 1988 and
sponsored by the Association of Environmental and Engineering Geologists and the GSA Engineering
Geology Division. Its purpose is to provide funding for distinguished engineering geologists to present
lectures at colleges and universities in order to increase awareness of students about careers in
engineering geology. The lectureship is named in honor of Dr. Richard H. Jahns (1915- 1983), an
engineering geologist who had a diverse and distinguished career in academia, consulting and
government.
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SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY TO BE FEATURED AT STUDENT ENGAGEMENT FORUM – APRIL 19 AND 20
The 25th annual Student Engagement Forum is scheduled for the week of April 19th through the 21st. RU
students get the chance every spring to share their research, scholarship, and creative works at this
event. The Office of Undergraduate Research and Scholarship (OURS) invites the community to come
see the outstanding work that has been occurring in all corners of campus this past year. More than 300
students will be presenting work in a wide variety of fields.
The schedule for students from the College of Science and Technology is as follows:
Tuesday, April 19th
Biology Oral Presentations - Center for the Sciences M073 4:00 pm-6:30 pm
Biology Poster Session - Center for the Sciences Mainstreet Lobby 6:30 pm-8:00 pm
Wednesday, April 20th
Geospatial Science Poster Session - Center for the Sciences Mainstreet Lobby 2:30 pm-4:00 pm
Maker Microscope Build - Center for the Sciences Mainstreet Lobby 3:00 pm-5:00 pm
Scientific Oral Presentations - Center for the Sciences M073 4:00 pm-6:00 pm
Chemistry and Geology Poster Session - Center for the Sciences Mainstreet Lobby 5:30 pm-7:00 pm
Arctic Geophysics Oral Presentations - Center for the Sciences M073 6:30 pm-8:30 pm
In his welcoming letter to forum participants, Interim Director of
OURS, Dr. Joe Wirgau states “The Student Engagement Forum
showcases the highest levels of academic achievement and creation of
new knowledge at Radford University through our campus
community’s undergraduate and graduate students’ creative works,
scholarship and research.” Recognizing the hours of preparation on
the part of participants, Dr. Wirgau also adds “The displayed work
represents a tremendous undertaking, often involving teams of
students and faculty, to make progress on answering important
questions for society, such as, how do we find better methods to treat
diseases or modeling the outbreak of a disease, how do we create
sustainable living, how do we break the correlation between sports
participation and risky behaviors, and so many more.”

Recent graduate, Emily Guise presenting her
research during the 2015 forum

More information, including the full schedule can be found at:
https://www.radford.edu/content/ours/home/forum.html
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SCIENCE AND ART CONNECTIONS EXPLORED DURING SYMPOSIUM
The connection between science and art was examined in a series of events from March 24th through
April 7th on the Radford University campus. Jointly sponsored by the College of Science and Technology
and the Department of Art, the goal of the symposium events was to help expand the experiences of
participants and to slightly blur the lines of the scientist and artist.
The symposium was off to a great start March 24th with a
program featuring the work of photographer Daniel
Kariko and his work with a scanning electron microscope.
Mr. Kariko takes insects he finds in and around his
everyday environment and photographs them with the
aid of a scanning electron microscope. In an exhibit
entitled “Suburban Symbiosis: Insectum domesticus” Mr.
Kariko uses a variety of techniques to help create a
portrait of these insects.

Daniel Kariko describes his work with the SEM.

“The ‘portraits’ are composites of a number of exposures
with Scanning Electron Microscope and Stereoscopic
Microscope” says Mr. Kariko. “I carefully arrange the LED
lighting, small reflectors, and diffusers, in order to
achieve a “portrait”-like effect inspired by the tradition
of 17th Century Dutch masters.”

Langley Anderson, a graduate student in the College of Visual and Performing Art, provided a
small gallery of her work with the scanning electron microscope to display in the new Center for
the Sciences as a part of the symposium. She is pictured with Daniel Kariko in front of the
showcase featuring her photos.
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On March 29th, Dr. Roann Barris provided a
demonstration of digital restoration of non-digital art and
showcased how great masterpieces could be restored to
the human eye without damaging the original artwork.
One example given was how a series of paintings at
Harvard by Mark Rothko that had been displayed in an
area where light caused them to fade were virtually
restored.

A demonstration of the projection system utilized with the Rothko
paintings to restore the original color virtually.

Through a computerized mapping and projection system,
the works now appear as the artist originally intended
without re-creating the brush strokes and color selections
that could potential physically damage the pieces.

Participants in the symposium experienced an
artist’s personal journey on March 31st as Mr. John
O’Connor shared his inspiration for much of his work
over the course of his life.
In his presentation, Mr. O’Connor stated that he felt
he had a genetic predisposition for science and
specifically space exploration. “Growing up in the
50s and 60s, science was all around us” he recalled.
“Dinosaurs, Geology, Astronomy, Space, Sci-Fi, the
microscopic world, have always been close to art as
my main interests.

An example of John O’Connor’s science influenced art.

On Tuesday, April 5th, Mr. Andrew Ross held a
workshop creating cyanotypes using chemistry
and sunlight to create images. From a leaf to
entire human bodies, participants had a chance
to develop their own artworks.

A large scale cyanotype.
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Later that evening, Dr. Richard Bay showcased images of
robots in film and television and led a workshop
encouraging students and guests to make their own
robotic creations from paper, pipe cleaners and other
found items.

The crafting of robotic visions led by Dr. Richard Bay.

The two-week symposium concluded on Thursday, April 7, as
Dr. Jason Davis utilized a consumer level electro
encephalogram (eeg) device as a part of his exploration of the
effects of art on the human brain.
“Art is human” said Dr. Davis. “Your brain making art is art in
itself.” He demonstrated how parts of the brain are excited by
both viewing and making art.

Dr. Jason Davis working with a student wearing
a brain wave monitor during his presentation
"Your brain on art."

Sponsors for this symposium series were the College of Science and Technology, Department of Art,
GASA - Graduate Art Student Association, Club Programming Committee (CPC), Honors Program , and
the Shark Tank Award.
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BIOLOGY STUDENTS PRESENT AT LOCAL SCIENCE PROGRAM
On March 31, Dr. Laura Gruss and several students
conducted an interactive anatomy presentation at
the Science Night at Kipps Elementary in
Blacksburg. Kipps students and their families had
the opportunity to learn more about the brain,
anatomy, and the human body.

Matthew Hedgepath, a pre nursing student in Anatomy and
Physiology, working with a young lady to learn more about the
human brain.

The event is an excellent example of the many hours
CSAT faculty and students spend in outreach efforts
both on and off campus.
Families at the Kipps Science night had the opportunity to
interact with students. Here, Morgan Bishop, a pre-nursing in
Anatomy and Physiology demonstrates the parts of the brain.
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SIGMA XI TO HOST GUEST LECTURER ON APRIL 22
National Sigma Xi Distinguished Lecturer, Dr. Karen Oates, will visit Radford University on April 22nd to
deliver an evening lecture at 7pm in the Center for the Sciences room M73.
Dr.Oates is a Professor of Biochemistry and the Dean of Arts & Sciences at
Worcester Polytechnic Institute (WPI). Dr. Oates received her B.S. in Biology
from Rochester Institute of Technology and her Ph.D. in Biochemistry from
The George Washington University. She then served as a Visiting Research
Fellow at the National Institutes of Health, Oncology and Hematology division.
Dr. Oates joined WPI from the National Science Foundation, where she had
served as a deputy director of the Division of Undergraduate Education
charged with supporting innovative programs to strengthen undergraduate
education and help revitalize American entrepreneurship and
competitiveness. She began her academic career at George Mason University,
Dr. Karen Oates
where, as associate dean for the new College of Integrated and
Interdisciplinary Studies, she helped create George Mason's New American College environment. She
later served as inaugural provost for the Harrisburg University of Science and Technology, where she
established the National Center for Science and Civic Engagement and helped secure NSF funds for
Science Education for New Civic Engagement and Responsibilities, which works to improve
undergraduate STEM education by connecting learning to critical civic questions.
Among the honors Dr. Oates has received are the Bruce Albert's Award, presented by American Society
for Cell Biology for excellence in science education reform, and the Distinguished Public Service Award,
the highest civilian honor presented by the City of Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. In 2012 she was inducted as
a fellow into the prestigious American Association for the Advancement as a Science Education fellow.
As the inaugural holder of the Peterson Family Deanship of Arts & Sciences, she oversees seven
academic departments (Biology, Chemistry, Physics, Mathematics, Computer Science, Humanities & Arts
and Social Sciences & Policy Studies), as well as several interdisciplinary programs including
Environmental and Sustainability studies, Robotics and Interactive Media and Game Development.
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AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY BLUE RIDGE SECTION ANNUAL MEETING AT RU
On Friday, April 8th, the Virginia Blue Ridge Section of the American Chemical Society held their annual
meeting in the Center for the Sciences.
The event featured a poster session with participants
from schools around the region as well as an awards
ceremony and a keynote presentation by Ni Zhu from
the Department of Civil and Environmental
Engineering at Virginia Tech detailing their work with
the Flint Water Crisis.

RU Student Mckenzie Hunt presenting her research at the ACS
meeting.

Hannah Gullickson with her work on the molecular modeling
of the binding of Z-77 inhibitor with the bacterial loop of E.
coli B-glucuronidase.

Rachel Jones and her research isolating the active ingredients
of sausage fruit.

Recipients of the 2016 James Lewis Howe Award for Outstanding
Achievement in chemistry.
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ASSOCIATION OF ENGINEERING GEOLOGISTS CONDUCTS SPRING SYMPOSIUM AT RU
Geologists from around the region gathered in the Center for the Sciences on Saturday, April 9th, to
explore recent research from both academia and the professional world. Students from Radford
University, James Madison, Texas A & M and Virginia Tech provided presentations along with several
industry professions on a wide variety of topics including water mitigation strategies, the use of
polymers in slope stabilization, the use of unmanned aerial systems for mapping, and many more areas
of engineering geology.
The event continued on Sunday with a
visit to Mountain Lake in Giles County
to review the research being
conducted by Radford University
geologists and several regional
partners.

Dr. Skip Watts demonstrated the use of UAV’s with the Mountain Lake
research project.

Robert Huber, President of the Student AEG chapter at
Radford, shares his work with Kinematic Analysis.

Hans Voll, Nicholas Schrecongost, and Abdullah Zulfigar shared their
experiences during the recent arctic geophysics expedition.
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CHEMISTRY CLUB TO HOST EVENTS IN CONNECTION WITH EARTH DAY
The Chemistry Club at Radford University will host several events April 18th -22nd in celebration of Earth
Day. There will be a screening of the film “Just eat it: A whole
food story” on Monday April 18 at 6:30pm in the Bonnie
Hurlburt Hall Auditorium.
On Wednesday, April 20, the Chemistry Club will encourage
members of the university community to bike, walk or take the
bus to school as they sponsor “Reduce your Carbon Footprint
Day.”
Finally on Thursday, April 21st, the club will present “How to
make your home a green home” at 6pm in room M73 at the
Center for the Sciences. The presentation will help participants
learn more about recycling, food waste, environmentally
friendly cleaning products, and more.

Earth Day 2016 is Friday, April 22 and is dedicated to promoting
environmental protection. The program was established in 1970.
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CAMP INVENTION AT RU FILLING UP QUICKLY
More than sixty campers are registered for the
Radford University edition of Camp Invention
scheduled for June 20-24, 2016. There is still room
for additional participants, however interested
families should register soon.
Camp Invention is a nationally recognized, nonprofit elementary enrichment program backed by
the National Inventors Hall of Fame.
Over the past 40 years, and in partnership with the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, the Camp
Invention program has encouraged nearly two million children, teachers, parents, college students and
independent inventors to explore science, technology and their own innate creativity, inventiveness and
entrepreneurial spirit.
Kids from the first through sixth grades can participate in
Camp Invention at RU this June 20 – 24.
Local educators will serve as faculty to lead the week of
hands-on fun at Radford University, sponsored by the
College of Science and Technology.
Registration is now open. For more information, please
visit:
http://inventnow-web.ungerboeck.com/programsearch/moreinfo.aspx?event=14673

SUMMER BRIDGE STEM EXPERIENCE SCHEDULED FOR JULY 10 – 15, 2016

The Radford University College of Science and
Technology Summer Bridge STEM program is a weeklong residential experience for rising sophomore,
junior, and senior high school girls interested in
science, technology, and mathematics. The 2016
edition of the program will take place from Sunday,
July 10 – Friday, July 15, 2016.

More information is available at: http://www.radford.edu/content/csat/home/summer-bridge.html
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